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Jerry Simon, president

BUILDING INSPECTION REPORT

CLIENT: *******
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 228 W. Main Street St. Charles, Illinois
DATE OF INSPECTION: April 23rd, 2019
REPORTED YEAR BUILT: 1930

How to Read This Report
MAJOR REPAIR Problems that I think are likely to cost more than $1,000.00 to remedy. (Bear in
mind that bids from contractors often vary widely.)
MINOR REPAIR Problems that I think are likely to cost up to several hundred dollars or less to
remedy, and regular maintenance items. These include conditions that you might ignore if you
already owned the building.
SAFETY CONCERN These are conditions that are a real threat to safety or health, regardless of
costs to remedy.
INVESTIGATE FURTHER Conditions warranting further investigation by a specialist, including
conditions that require destructive/invasive inspection, engineering, or analysis beyond the scope
of this visual inspection. Often, you’ll want to get cost estimates for deficiencies listed in this
report.
FYI A general explanation of conditions—good or bad. Things you may or may not want to act on
immediately.
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Notes
This report is CONFIDENTIAL, and is for the use and benefit of the client only. It is not intended to be for the
benefit of or to be relied upon by any other buyer, lender, title insurance company, or other third party. DO
NOT DUPLICATE WITHOUT PERMISSION. Duplication without permission, other than by the Client, is a
violation of federal copyright law. Terms and conditions crucial to interpretation of the report are contained
in a separate Pre-Inspection Agreement. Do not use this report without consulting the Pre-Inspection
Agreement.
Systems or components that have been shut-down will not be operated. Items are most often shut-down
for very good reasons and/or for safety concerns. For instance, an electrical circuit breaker may be turned
off because of an electrical problem; turning on the breaker could create a shock or a fire hazard. I’ll
identify any such shut-down items in the report and recommend they be inspected when they’re up and
running.
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The buyer and her real estate agent were present.
The building was occupied.
The weather was cool and cloudy. The outdoor
temperature during the inspection was about 50
degrees.
The soil was dry. It hasn't rained in the past week.
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ROOF
DESCRIPTION:
The roof is covered with a smooth-surface modified bitumen membrane.
Based on visible wear, the roof covering appears to be about thirty years old.

Observations and Recommendations

FYI Numerous areas of the roof have been
extensively patched, same a result of on-going roof
leakage problems. Such patching is especially
prevalent at the front third of the roof.

FYI The numerous, large ripples in the roof
membrane are also a result of roof leakage.
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FYI Other areas of the roof membrane are
deteriorating/splitting apart, and further leakage
could develop in these areas.

FYI At the back of the roof, there is a large low
area in the roof decking that is promoting very
poor roof drainage. Ponding water here will
magnify the sun’s destructive ultra-violet rays, and
that will promote premature roof membrane
deterioration.
Here, where water is still ponding. . .

Major Repair The above items suggest a roof covering that’s problematic at best. The sooner this
roof covering is replaced, the better.

FYI Don’t ignore the above item; there are several water-stained ceiling areas upstairs, same a
result of on-going roof leakage problems.
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Minor Repair In the back of the roof, the missing
coping tile atop the parapet wall here should be
replaced.

EXTERIOR WALLS & TRIM
DESCRIPTION:
The exterior walls are solid masonry.
The primary wall claddings on the building are brick and a hard-board stucco coating.

Observations and Recommendations

Minor Repair There are some very minor cracks in
the front stone cornice areas. Left unchecked,
such masonry deterioration will worsen over time.
The sooner a mason patches the cracking, the
better.
Along this stretch of stone cornice. . .

Major Repair The hardboard stucco coating on the west exterior wall is deteriorating. A stucco
contractor should patch these areas of deterioration. And, since the west exterior wall will then
need to be re-painted so everything matches, this will make for a Major Repair. See picture on next
page.
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Especially this upper area of deteriorating stucco
on the west exterior wall. . .

Minor Repair The steel lintels (angle-irons) above
the upper west windows have corroded. The
lintels should be treated to stop the corrosion
before the adjacent masonry walls are damaged
from lintel corrosion-related expansion.
Like this corroded steel lintel. . .

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS
DESCRIPTION:
The exterior doors are metal and wood.
The windows are direct-set types and double-hung types.

Observations and Recommendations
Minor Repair In the back of the upper level, one of the glass window panes here is fogged with
moisture. This defective piece of glass should be replaced.
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BASEMENT
DESCRIPTION:
There is a basement under the front two-thirds of the building.
The front half of the basement is finished. The rear half of the basement is not finished.

Observations and Recommendations

Investigate Further There was an inordinate
amount of storage and clutter in the unfinished part
of the basement, greatly limiting what I could see.
Once this basement area is free of the storage and
clutter, the basement should be inspected.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION:
The building is served by four, 120/240-volt, 100-ampere and one 60-ampere electrical services.
Three circuit breaker panelboards are located in the utility nook at the stairway landing area of the 4 North
Third building unit. Another panelboard is located in the closet in the west bath area in the upper level.
I believe another panelboard is located in the unfinished basement, but the storage and clutter prevented
me from locating same.
Wiring is copper in rigid metal pipe. Receptacles are three-slot/hole, grounded types.
The main service disconnects are located outside behind the building at the meter-boxes.
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Observations and Recommendations
Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area
nook of the 4 North Third building unit, in the
lower, right-side electrical panelboard here, the
insulation on one of right-side lower branch circuit
wires is melted, and this poses a fire hazard. An
electrician should make related repairs here
A.S.A.P. (I showed the listing real estate agent this
concern so he could alert the building owner as to
this fire hazard.)
This wire. . .

Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area
nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the lower,
right-side electrical panelboard here is dangerously
fed by wiring that is double-tapped off the main
lugs inside the panelboard immediately above this
lower panelboard. Such double-tapped wires can
loosen and promote dangerous over-heating. An
electrician should re-wire here as needed to
eliminate this hazard.
This such double-tapping. . .

Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area
nook of the 4 North Third building unit, there is an
open electrical box in front of the hot water heater,
and the exposed wires here pose shock and fire
hazards. An electrician should cap & cover this open
box as needed to eliminate these hazards.
This box. . .
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PLUMBING SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION:
The water supply is provided by the municipal system.
The waste water is handled by the municipal sewers.
Readily visible water supply piping is copper.
Readily visible drain pipes are plastic. Readily visible waste pipes are cast-iron.
In the basement, there is a gas-fired, 40-gallon hot water heater. This water heater is about 19 years old.
There is also a 6-gallon electric water heater in the basement. This water heater is about 6 years old.
Another electric water heater is present inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building
unit. This water heater appears to be about 26 years old.

Observations and Recommendations
Investigate Further In the front, first floor unit, the toilet in the rear bath is not, at all, secure to
the bath floor. Such a toilet could easily develop leakage at any time. Have a plumber check this,
and have related repairs or replacements made as needed.
Investigate Further In the front, first floor unit, the toilet in the front bath will not, at all,
flush/evacuate. Have a plumber check this, and have related repairs or replacements made as
needed.
Investigate Further In the front, first floor unit, the sink in the rear bath does not, at all, readily
drain. Have a plumber check this, and have related repairs or replacements made as needed.
FYI Hot water heaters usually last about 12-15 years. The 40-gallon water heater in the basement
is already about 19 years old, and the water heater in the utility nook area is already about 26 years
old. Expect the need to have these two water heaters replaced in the near future.

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
DESCRIPTION:
The building is served by five heating & cooling systems.
Three of the systems are package-type units located on the roof. These units are approximately 8 years old.
The heating capacity of these units is 60,000 BTU’s. The cooling capacity of these units is 2.5 tons.
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The other two heating units are gas-fired, forced-air furnaces located in the stairway landing area nook of
the 4 North Third building unit. One of these furnaces has a capacity of 125,000 BTU’s, and it’s
approximately 24 years old. The other furnace does not have an ID plate, and I could not determine its
capacity. This furnace appears to be at least 30 years old.
Serving the above two furnaces are two rooftop air conditioning units. The ID plates on these air
conditioners are not legible and I could not determine their capacity. Each of the units, though, appear to
be at least 35 years old.

Observations and Recommendations
Investigate Further It was too cold outside today to operate the air conditioners; the condensing
units can suffer damage if one turns them on when temperatures are below 60 degrees. Once
outside temperatures are above 60 degrees, the air conditioners should be inspected.
I did notice that:
FYI The two rooftop, split-system types of air conditioners are well past their typical life
expectancies. Assuming they even work, expect the need to have these two air conditioners
replaced in the very near future.
FYI Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the two gas-fired,
forced-air furnaces here are past their normal life expectancies. You should anticipate the need to
have these two older furnaces replaced in the near future.
In the meantime:

Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area
nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the
protective burner compartment flame door is
missing on the rear furnace, and this poses a fire
hazard. This missing flame door should be
replaced.
The missing protective flame door belongs here. . .

Maintenance Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the furnace
filter for the right-side furnace here is completely clogged with dust/dirt, and the filter is being
sucked into the blower compartment. A new filter should be installed here.
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Observations and Recommendations
Safety Concern Inside the stairway of the 4 North
Third building unit, the wide spaces in the stairway
railings and the side guard railings pose a very real
falling hazard for children. I recommend you have
the stairway railings replaced or altered as needed
so as not to allow the passage of a six-inch-orb.
And, I recommend you have the guard railings
replaced or altered as needed so as not to allow the
passage of a four-inch-orb.
Like these wide railing spaces. . .

Investigate Further Access to the rear lower unit was not provided. Access should be provided,
and this unit should be inspected.

SUMMARY
1. Major Repair The roofing items listed in this report suggest a roof covering that’s problematic at best.
The sooner the roof covering is replaced, the better.
2. Minor Repair In the back of the roof, the missing coping tile atop the parapet wall here should be
replaced.
3. Minor Repair There are some very minor cracks in the front stone cornice areas. Left unchecked, such
masonry deterioration will worsen over time. The sooner a mason patches the cracking, the better.
4. Major Repair The hardboard stucco coating on the west exterior wall is deteriorating. A stucco
contractor should patch these areas of deterioration. And, since the west exterior wall will then need
to be re-painted so everything matches, this will make for a Major Repair.
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5. Minor Repair The steel lintels (angle-irons) above the upper west windows have corroded. The lintels
should be treated to stop the corrosion before the adjacent masonry walls are damaged from lintel
corrosion-related expansion.
6. Minor Repair In the back of the upper level, one of the glass window panes here is fogged with
moisture. This defective piece of glass should be replaced.
7. Investigate Further There was an inordinate amount of storage and clutter in the unfinished part of
the basement, greatly limiting what I could see. Once this basement area is free of the storage and
clutter, the basement should be inspected.
8. Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, in the lower,
right-side electrical panelboard here, the insulation on one of right-side lower branch circuit wires is
melted, and this poses a fire hazard. An electrician should make related repairs here A.S.A.P. (I showed
the listing real estate agent this concern so he could alert the building owner as to this fire hazard.)
9. Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the lower,
right-side electrical panelboard here is dangerously fed by wiring that is double-tapped off the main
lugs inside the panelboard immediately above this lower panelboard. Such double-tapped wires can
loosen and promote dangerous over-heating. An electrician should re-wire here as needed to eliminate
this hazard.
10. Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, there is an
open electrical box in front of the hot water heater, and the exposed wires here pose shock and fire
hazards. An electrician should cap & cover this open box as needed to eliminate these hazards.
11. Investigate Further In the front, first floor unit, the toilet in the rear bath is not, at all, secure to the
bath floor. Such a toilet could easily develop leakage at any time. Have a plumber check this, and have
related repairs or replacements made as needed.
12. Investigate Further In the front, first floor unit, the toilet in the front bath will not, at all,
flush/evacuate. Have a plumber check this, and have related repairs or replacements made as needed.
13. Investigate Further In the front, first floor unit, the sink in the rear bath does not, at all, readily drain.
Have a plumber check this, and have related repairs or replacements made as needed.
14. FYI Hot water heaters usually last about 12-15 years. The 40-gallon water heater in the basement is
already about 19 years old, and the water heater in the utility nook area is already about 26 years old.
Expect the need to have these two water heaters replaced in the near future.
15. Investigate Further It was too cold outside today to operate the air conditioners; the condensing units
can suffer damage if one turns them on when temperatures are below 60 degrees. Once outside
temperatures are above 60 degrees, the air conditioners should be inspected.
16. FYI The two rooftop, split-system types of air conditioners are well past their typical life expectancies.
Assuming they even work, expect the need to have these two air conditioners replaced in the very near
future.
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17. FYI Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the two gas-fired, forcedair furnaces here are past their normal life expectancies. You should anticipate the need to have these
two older furnaces replaced in the near future.
18. Safety Concern Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the protective
burner compartment flame door is missing on the rear furnace, and this poses a fire hazard. This
missing flame door should be replaced.
19. Maintenance Inside the stairway landing area nook of the 4 North Third building unit, the furnace filter
for the right-side furnace here is completely clogged with dust/dirt, and the filter is being sucked into
the blower compartment. A new filter should be installed here.
20. Safety Concern Inside the stairway of the 4 North Third building unit, the wide spaces in the stairway
railings and the side guard railings pose a very real falling hazard for children. I recommend you have
the stairway railings replaced or altered as needed so as not to allow the passage of a six-inch-orb.
And, I recommend you have the guard railings replaced or altered as needed so as not to allow the
passage of a four-inch-orb.
21. Investigate Further Access to the rear lower unit was not provided. Access should be provided, and
this unit should be inspected.

SUPPORT AFTER THE INSPECTION
YOUR QUESTIONS: Ask all the questions you want, and I’ll do my best to answer them. All I ask is that
you read the whole report first. Feel free to call me tomorrow, next week, or even next year.

THE QUESTIONS OF OTHERS: If a seller, a seller’s representative, or a seller’s repair person calls me with
a question about your inspection, I’ll politely inform them that I can’t talk about your inspection, unless
you’re in on the conversation or unless you give me specific permission to do so. I’ll suggest they set up a
conference call with you, and call me back.

END OF REPORT
Inspector: Jerry Simon, president

Illinois Building Inspection, Inc.
Illinois License #450.000114 Expires 11-30-2020
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